GROUP RINGS SATISFYING A POLYNOMIAL IDENTITY II D. S. PASSMAN
In an earlier paper we obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the group ring K [G] to satisfy a polynomial identity. In this paper we obtain similar conditions for a twisted group ring K ι [G} to satisfy a polynomial identity. We also consider the possibility of K [G] having a polynomial part.
1Φ Twisted group rings* Let K be a field and let G be a (not necessarily finite) group. We let K ι [G\ denote a twisted group ring of G over K. That is K* [G] is an associative iΓ-algebra with basis {x I x e G} and with multiplication defined by xy = y(x, y)xy , Ύ(X, y) e K -{0} .
The associativity condition is equivalent to x(yz) = (xy)z for all x, y, zeG and this is equivalent to y(x, yz)y(y, z) = y(x, y)y(xy, z) .
We call the function 7: G x G->K -{0} the factor system of K l [G] . If y(x, y) = 1 for all x,yeG then 15? [G] is in fact the ordinary group ring 1Γ[GJ. In this section we offer necessary and sufficient conditions for JBΓ* [G] to satisfy a polynomial identity. The proof follows the one for K [G] Proof. This is the twisted analog of Corollary 3.5 of [3] . We consider § 3 of [3] and observe that each of the prerequisite results for that corollary also has a twisted analog. 
where Iι is a maximal two-sided ideal of Fix a subscript i. Then ίΓ*[G']//< = -P^, some finite field exten-
It is now easy to see that #*[<?]/(!, . K ι [G] ) is an F Γ algebra with a basis consisting of the images of coset representatives for G' in G. 
and the result follows.
We now come to our main result on twisted group rings satisfying a polynomial identity. [1] .
We now consider part (ii).
Then by Proposition 1.2 G has a subgroup G o with
where Δ k is defined in [3] . Set
Then by Theorem 4.4 of [3] , \G' 0 \^c. G[, K -{0}) . In addition, it follows easily that the map x -> λ^ is in fact a group homomorphism
Let G 2 denote the kernel of this homomorphism. Then
is central in By Proposition 1.3, G 2 has a subgroup 43 i? with
and with
Since | B \ ^ c and since
It is interesting to interpret this result for various fields. If K has characteristic 0 and if B is a finite group, then K*[B] is semisimple by Proposition 1.5 of [1] . Thus commutative. 
(
ii) // K^G] satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n, then there exists suitable A and P with [G: A] | P \ bounded by some fixed function of n.
Proof. Let B be given as in Theorem 1.4 and let P be its normal Sylow p-subgroup. Then P is also central in A. 
is in fact some twisted group ring of A/P. 2* Generalized polynomial identities* Let E be an algebra over K. A generalized polynomial over E is, roughly speaking, a polynomial in the indeterminates ζ x , ζ 2 , , ζ n in which elements of E are allowed to appear both as coefficients and between the indeterminates. We say that E satisfies a generalized polynomial identity if there exists a nonzero generalized polynomial
, a n ) = 0 for all a ίf a 2 , , a n eE. The problem here is precisely what does it mean for / to be nonzero. For example, suppose that the center of E is bigger than K and let a be a central element not in K.
Then E satisfies the identity /(ζ x ) = aζ 1 -dα but surely this must be considered trivial. Again, suppose that E is not prime. Then we can choose nonzero a, βeE such that E satisfies the identity /(ζj = aζβ and this must also be considered trivial. We avoid these difficulties by restricting the allowable form of the polynomials.
We say that / is a multilinear generalized polynomial of degree n if and 3=1 where a iσ>j eE and a σ is some positive integer. This form is of course motivated by Lemma 3.2 of [3] . The above / is said to be nondegenerate if for some σe S n , f σ is not a polynomial identity satisfied by E. Otherwise / is degenerate.
In this section we will study group rings K[G] which satisfy nondegenerate multilinear generalized polynomial identities. Let A = A{G) denote the F. C. subgroup of G and let θ: 
Thus [G: T] £ (k + 1)! d^(k +1)1 (k + 2)
We will need the following group theoretic lemma. We assume now that [G: Δ k \ -00 and derive a contradiction. For i = 0,1, , w define S i S S % by S* -{σ e SJ σ(l) = 1, σ(2) = 2, ..
, σ(i) -i) .
Then S 0 = S n , S n = <1> and S* is just an embedding of S n^ in S w . We define the multilinear generalized polynomial f { of degree n-i by = Σ Σ Σ θ(a OΛ , j )θ(a ίΛ , i ) • θ{a n^uul )θ{a nΛt3 ) Φ 0 .
Let ^ be the set of monomial polynomials obtained as follows. For each σ, j we start with and we modify it by (1) deleting some but not all of the ζ<; (2) replacing some of the a itOtί by θ(a Uσ 3 )] and (3) replacing some of the a i>σ>j by 1. Then ^f consists of all such monomials obtained for all σ, j and clearly ^^ is a finite set. Note that ^/ί may contain the zero monomial but it contains no nonzero constant monomial since in (1) we do not allow all the ζ< to be deleted.
For i = 0,1, , n define ^£ { £ ^ by μ^^/^ if and only if Ci > Csi •> ζ< do not occur as variables in μ. Thus ^C S {0} where 0 is the zero monomial.
Under the assumption that [G: Δ k \ = oo we prove by induction
is an identity satisfied by K [G] the result for i = 0 is clear. Suppose the inductive result holds for some i -1 < n.
---,x n eG and let xeG play the role of the ith variable.
Now let μ e ^ί-i so that // involves the variable ζ im Write ^ = μ'ζiμ" where μ' and /^" are monomials in the variables ζ i+1 , •• ,ζ TO . Then Supp jw(a;, α? ί+1 , ,
, » w ). Thus it follows that for all a eG-Γ where
we have Supp μ (x, x i+ι , , x n ) Π Δ k = 0 for all μ e ^C_i Thus by the inductive result for i -1 we conclude that for all xeG-T we have /»-i(ίc, £c ί+1 , •••,#») = 0. Note that Γ is a finite union of right translates of z/ Λ , a subset of G of infinite index. Now clearly a n^i(J . 3 x σ{n) a n , σ:3 and the induction step is proved.
In particular, we conclude for i = n that either f n -0 or there exists μe.^C with Suppμ C\Δ k Φ 0. However f n is known to be a a nonzero constant function and ^C Si {0}. Hence we have a contradiction and we must therefore have [G: Δ k \ < oo. By Lemma 2.3 this yields [G: A{G)\ < oo and | Δ(G)' \ < oo so the result follows.
3* Polynomial parts* Let i? be an algebra over K. We say that E has a polynomial part it and only if E has an idempotent e such that eEe satisfies a polynomial identity. In this section we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for K [G] to have a polynomial part.
We first discuss some well known properties of the standard polynomial s n of degree n. Here
Suppose A is a subset of {ζ l9 ζ 2 , , ζj of size α. Then we let s a (A) denote s a evaluated at these variables. This is of course only determined up to a plus or minus sign. 
